
·It is forbidden to load sharp articles in saddle bags, which will lead to unpredictable damages such as piercing, tearing and wearing of saddle bags.
·When opening the zipper to take out articles, it is necessary to open them in turn along the zipper. 

 Violent pulling is prohibited, which will cause damage to the main cover of saddle bag.

：POLY 600D·PVCmaterial

WARNING!(Read before installation）
The improper installation method of this product may cause accidents.

overall dimensions of bag part : L295xW230(320)xD470 

·After the installation of this product, check whether there is any abnormality before driving. 
 If an abnormality is found, it must be eliminated before it can be used normally.
·If any abnormality is found in the course of driving, you must stop riding, check and find it until the abnormality is eliminated, then you can continue riding.
 ·Make sure that the driving position is not affected when you install it. Pay attention to the shape and position of the Side package seat, side rainproof cover, etc.
·Pay attention to check the sagging of saddle bag caused by driving vibration and tighten it in time, fasten the belts in time.
·The saddle bag is close to the exhaust pipe. Although it has been reinforced and sewn, it may still cause damage to the contact 
 part of the saddle bag at high temperature.
·Single side bearing weight is 3kg, please avoid overweight

·The load on both sides of saddle bag should be averaged to avoid unilateral overweight. Otherwise, 

 it will lead to unstable driving of vehicles and lead to danger.
·After expanding the capacity, the width of both sides increases. Please pay attention to the width of 
 the vehicle to avoid the collision caused by too wide saddle bag.

·This product is used under the premise of the statutory speed. Never exceed the speed limit. 

 Otherwise, it will lead to unpredictable situations in the course of driving.
·The attached rainproof cover is only used in emergency situations. When using it in rain, 

 consideration should be given to placing the contents of the bag in a special waterproof bag.

·It is forbidden to carry inflammable and explosive articles in bags. Items prone to fire should not be placed in saddle bags.
·Chemical products will lead to the aging of cloth and damage the service life of saddle bags.

·Avoid prolonged exposure to ultraviolet light, which can lead to discoloration and over-aging of products.
 All these warnings should be taken seriously to ensure a safe and happy ride. And remember always pay attention to the road
 And never exceed the speed limit nor create a dangerous situation. Drive carefully and enjoy the ride!


